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Positive laws in constitutional government are designed to erect boundaries and establish channels of communication between men whose community is continually endangered by the new men born into it.1

1. Introduction

Since the last decade of the twentieth century, debates in political theory have been increasingly dominated, at least in Anglo-American circles, by the opposition between liberalism and republicanism. Today, it is safe to describe republicanism as the major alternative to liberal political theory. This is true in the European context given the long republican traditions in Italy, France, or the United Kingdom, and the more recent but remarkable awakening of republicanism in Spain, but also beyond Europe as exemplified by the development of republican scholarship in the United States and Latin America.

Republicanism is a well-known political and democratic theory. In the sense used in this volume, it has nothing to do with the contemporary opposition to monarchy—at least to the extent that it is part of a constitutional and democratic set of political institutions—or with the current American political party. It refers, instead, to a long tradition in political philosophy that goes back to Ancient Greece. Scholars versed in the history of political thought have long started providing detailed accounts of the main authors and works that have contributed to this tradition for more than twenty-five centuries, from Aristotle to Montesquieu, Rousseau, or Arendt, and from Cicero or Machiavelli to Harrington, Paine, or Jefferson.2 In the last few years, a number of philosophers

and political theorists have begun to develop a contemporary political doctrine
donated on that republican tradition, and have produced a myriad of books
and papers intending to criticize and improve the state of current constitutional
democracies and to differentiate themselves from political liberalism.3

In spite of this burgeoning literature, a lot of work remains to be done and
or on several fronts. First, the history of ideas continues to play a significant
role in shaping republican doctrine,4 and the numerous and detailed historical
studies published on republicanism have left some issues open and others
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Recently, some authors have started addressing legal issues more closely, applying republican theory to certain political and legal institutions. What is still missing, however, is a more holistic approach to the political and legal organization of a republic. This is what the concept of legal republicanism aims at capturing, for institutional design in political doctrines is usually channelled through legal institutions. Besides a few studies that focus on constitutional republicanism and international law, it is Braithwaite and Pettit’s seminal work about criminal justice that has been most crucial for the development of a republican theory of law. Notwithstanding, legal republicanism remains largely unexplored qua legal doctrine and deserves more attention by philosophers and legal scholars. Besides pointing out some concrete institutions or identifying the content of republican laws, it is important to identify the impact of republican values both on the content and on the form and structure of law in general, or even on the theoretical understanding of law itself.

In any case, legal republicanism is not only a matter of designing concrete legal institutions for republicanism in a real world. The intersection between law and republicanism also concerns important—particularly normative—issues of legal theory, on the one hand. On the other, exploring those legal theoretical issues and clarifying what should be the content of republican law are also necessary to develop a complete and deep understanding of the political, abstract principles of republicanism in general. Defining the principles of legal republicanism is, at least in part, a task of mutually accommodating political and legal principles and values. Thus, when arguing whether judicial review is compatible with republican political principles of freedom and self-government, we are improving our understanding of republican political principles themselves.

One of the major difficulties hampering the development of a republican theory of law has been that philosophers are usually unable to deal with a concrete and detailed analysis of actual institutions and that legal scholars often ground their institutional analysis on insufficient theoretical and normative foundations. In our view, then, one of the priorities should be to create a common legal language for legal republican endeavours so as to foster co-operative reflection about common themes, and hence to consolidate ties among political philosophers and legal scholars who are working on republican theory. The renaissance of the republican tradition in political theory cannot be complete before its legal dimension is sufficiently explored and clarified. This collection of essays aims at exploring this legal dimension and hence provides the necessary complement to the current revival of republican political theory. The chapters in this volume amount to more than a mere exercise in deduction—whether in application of abstract principles to concrete realities or in deduction of legal principles from political ones—and their efforts involve an act of philosophical, political and legal reflection.

In the remainder of the present introduction, we will map some of the fundamental theoretical principles underlying republicanism in general and legal republicanism in particular. The idea is to set a research agenda for the years to come through a survey of the main issues raised by legal republicanm. Whereas several of the questions identified in the introductory chapters are addressed in some of the chapters of the book, others are still open and in need of further studies. Another caveat is in order. Although many of these general topics were discussed during the workshop at which the chapters in this book were first presented, the views expressed in this introductory chapter do not necessarily reflect those of all authors in the book. On the contrary, as will become clear in the course of the
book, many of the central issues identified in this introduction constitute the focal point of most disagreements internal to the republican tradition.

II. Republicanism

A serious discussion of the legal aspects of republicanism requires a prior assessment of the central values and tenets of republican political theory. Before we start our preliminary study of legal republicanism, it is useful to provide a broad overview of what we regard as the key features of republicanism tout court.

1. Republicanism(s) and other political theories

Republicans disagree about what constitutes the primary or core value(s) in contemporary republicanism. As mentioned before, some of them emphasize freedom or liberty,16 while others stress the role of civic virtues and active citizenship as a distinctive feature of that tradition,17 and still others ground the doctrine in the idea of a community and the common good,18 or more specifically in a deliberative defence of democracy.19 Disagreement about the core values of republicanism is often interpreted as a sign of the co-existence of many republicanism: some views of republicanism are closer to the liberal tradition in their vindication of liberty as a consequence of the Roman origins of their ideas; others are situated closer to the Aristotelian tradition with their emphasis on virtues and a citizenship that finds self-realization in political participation; finally, others come closer to communitarianism in their valuation of the community, or to socialism in their defence of the central value of political equality.20

This brings us to the important question of how republicanism relates to other competing political doctrines. Again, authors disagree about what differentiates republicanism not only from liberalism, but also from communitarianism and socialism.

Mainstream literature insists on the opposition between republican and liberal theories.21 This is especially true of authors who consider liberty and/or civic virtues as central values of republicanism, and try to differentiate the republican from the liberal notion of freedom, or to specify how liberals traditionally have been unable to recognize the relevance of virtues in the political system. At the same time, many neo-republican authors are admittedly deeply influenced by the thought of first modern republicans, such as Rousseau, Montesquieu, Paine, or Jefferson. The latter sharply distanced themselves from the liberal orthodoxy of their time, as represented by Locke, Paley, or Bentham; those differences pertained especially to their disagreements with Roman and Italian thinkers like Cicero and Machiavelli.22 In any case, it is undeniable that republicanism represents a political tradition much more ancient than liberalism. And when contemporary republicans go back to the origins of republican thought to find inspiration for current proposals, they are trying to distinguish themselves from the newer liberal tradition.

The relationship between republicanism and liberalism obviously depends on how we define both concepts. And this is not an easy task given the plurality of views and perspectives grouped under both headings. While it is possible to contrast republicans and liberals who endorse a clearly negative conception of liberty, like libertarians, it is more difficult to distinguish republicans from egalitarian liberals who might argue for an interventionist account of the State.23 At the same time, it is obvious that modern republicanism endorses some principles traditionally attributed to the liberal tradition, such as the separation between public and private spheres, the separation of powers, or the broader principle of state neutrality. Partly because of this, some authors have suggested that republicanism and liberalism are not foes but allies and that there is nothing wrong in defending a liberal brand of republicanism.24
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Three remarks are in order in this context. First, no matter how difficult it is to trace doctrinal divisions in political theory, they are useful in the academic debate and help improve our understanding; complete awareness of the meaning of one's arguments stems from the precise identification of one's competitors. For contemporary republicanism to assert itself as a major political theory, it needs to be carefully distinguished from its main alternatives. And this is particularly important with respect to liberalism, if it is to be one of its core values, as freedom is traditionally identified in priority with liberalism.

Second, those who reject the incompatibility between republicanism and liberalism generally do so because they consider themselves deeply influenced by paradigm liberal thinkers, like John Rawls, or because they endorse views that until now have been widely considered as liberal assumptions. However, different contexts and backgrounds call for different answers and labels. Because republicanism had virtually disappeared during the nineteenth century and most of the twentieth century, or at least because it was not explicitly vindicated at those times, it was to be expected that authors like Rawls were not required to differentiate between liberalism and republicanism, and just assumed to be liberals, or to consider republicanism as an incompatible doctrine. And, for that reason, it is entirely irrelevant to ask whether they were republicans or liberals, in the meanings we are currently using. As a result, although some contemporary writers may identify themselves as liberals, this is not a definitive exclusion of their republican affiliation. These labels mean different things depending on the person who uses them, on the purpose for which they are used, and on the context to which they are applied. What matters, of course, is to distinguish the ideas underlying those labels.

The third remark has to do with the previous two. As mentioned before, a growing number of contemporary philosophers and political and legal theorists declare their allegiance to the republican tradition as a way to significantly oppose the dominant standpoint in political theory that is usually identified as a liberal one. These authors stress the importance of values such as freedom, equality, self-government, civic virtues, or active citizenship. Unsurprisingly, some of these values, and hence some of the concrete institutional proposals propounded to protect them, are also shared within the liberal tradition, despite important differences in their interpretation. It is this very difference of approach and interpretation of the same values that explains why it is worth keeping liberalism and republicanism conceptually separate in contemporary debates. Different conceptions of freedom, different evaluations of the private-public sphere distinction, different notions of legal rights, different conceptions of the constitution linked to a particular view of democracy, and diverging interpretations regarding which kind of dispositions, attitudes, or virtues can be required of, or fostered among citizens are all significant elements that can be used to differentiate both traditions. In the next section, we will endeavour to explore the specifically republican interpretation of those values.

Similar problems arise in relation to the distinction between republicanism and other political theories, such as communitarianism, nationalism, or socialism. Republicans share several commitments with communitarians: first, the criticism of the sometimes excessively individualistic liberal view of society; second, a richer and more complex notion of freedom that requires citizens' engagement in the public or in the political community, connected to the rejection of a self-centred, egocentric, and privatizing conception of individual life; and third, as a consequence of the latter, a different interpretation of the public-private division and a different emphasis on each, together with a shared rejection of the liberal principle of neutrality. In addition to those theoretical overlaps, one should mention that authors like Taylor and Sandel, who were generally deemed as advocates of communitarianism during the 1990s' opposition to liberalism, are now usually associated with republican theory. As a matter of fact, the Aristotelian legacy is usually vindicated by both doctrines. It should not come as a surprise therefore that some authors conflate republicanism and communitarianism, or defend a communitarian reading of republicanism. In any case, despite some common views, communitarianism defends cultural traditions in a way that republicanism need not. It also values cultural social ties and moral virtues in general, whereas republicanism promotes civic bonds, public virtues, and political participation in organizing the political community. For those reasons, while communitarianism may be characterized as an eminently
There are at least four main elements at the core of republican political thought: (i) a particular and rich conception of liberty, that departs from a narrow, liberal one; (ii) a particular and ambitious conception of basic and political equality, that ought to be distinguished both from liberal and socialist conceptions; (iii) a strong and deliberative ideal of democracy, much more participatory than what liberal democratic theory can accommodate; and (iv) an idea of civic virtue that entails a particular conception of the public-private distinction, that would be unacceptable from the classical liberal perspective.

a. Liberty

According to the majority view, the idea of liberty is the central value in republican political tradition. Even though other political doctrines can share that value, the republican notion of liberty is taken to be different from other doctrines and particularly from the liberal notion. The most popular formulation of republican liberty is Pettit's 'freedom as non-domination', although it is roughly equivalent to 'neo-Roman liberty' as depicted by Skinner, to 'political liberty' as described by Taylor, or to 'full autonomy' with a private and a public or political dimension as propounded by Habermas. All of them are slightly different formulations of the same republican intuition: the necessity to define liberty in a richer and more demanding way than the traditional negative liberty, to borrow Berlin's famous opposition, but without conflating it with its positive characterization. For most of those authors, republican liberty constitutes a third conception that differs from negative and positive accounts of liberty, a sort of middle way between la liberté des anciens and la liberté des modernes, to use Constant's famous opposition. While negative liberty focuses on the effective absence of interference in one's behaviour or choice, republican liberty depends on the absence of domination, defined as the control exerted by others on one's basic domains of choice and independently from interference. Domination, in short, means the possibility of arbitrary interference, he that effectively realized or not. Others can

2. Republican values

Most republics endor se a similar set of values or principles, mainly including those of liberty, political equality, civic virtues, and deliberative democracy, while they disagree, as mentioned above, about which of them must be given priority in republican theory. Notwithstanding those theoretical disagreements, most republics tend to agree on the majority of concrete implications of the whole set of principles. It might be considered, therefore, that conceptual priorities or the relative centrality of one or the other value need not make much difference in the practical conception of republican institutions, even though they are surely related to their theoretical justification. In spite of the importance of that justificatory and philosophical debate, one may proceed while leaving it open, and explore each of those central values in turn.
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Some republicans, however, have not entirely abandoned the positive conception of liberty. According to Bellamy, Laborde, and Maynor, for instance, the neo-Athenian interpretation of republican liberty propounded by Michael Sandel or Charles Taylor rests on ideas of self-mastery or self-realization in a community, and implies that liberty is intrinsically or 'definitively' linked with popular participation.\textsuperscript{47} This more demanding interpretation of republican liberty seems akin to the positive conception of liberty, at least if we understand it by reference to Constant's notion of liberté des anciens. It stands in stark contrast to another republican conception of liberty, defended centrally by Skinner and Pettit, which can be called neo-Roman. One difference between the two republican views of liberty would be that while the former requires active political participation for granting and exercising liberty, the latter would only require the absence of external political control, that is the absence of political domination.\textsuperscript{48} Both perspectives value liberty and democracy. But while neo-Athenians do it 'on the intrinsic grounds that it [democracy] promotes individual self-realization through political participation', the neo-Romans do it 'on the instrumental grounds that it guards against domination and endorses our status as equal citizens'.\textsuperscript{49} And this might be seen as a fundamental division within contemporary republicanism concerning the way to interpret the republican value of liberty.

The distinction between neo-Athenian and neo-Roman republicanism seems very clear, as far as it relates to a sharp distinction between intrinsic and instrumental justifications, but things are slightly more complicated. Three different levels in the understanding of liberty ought to be carefully distinguished, and are not necessarily connected to each other. The first level is the negative and positive conceptions of liberty, as outlined above; the second one is the level of the private and public dimensions of liberty, understood as domains in which liberty can be exercised; and, finally, at the purely justificatory level, we find the instrumental and intrinsic reasons in favour of liberty. The problem with the distinction between neo-Athenian and neo-Roman republicanism is that it conflates these three different levels. It would be wrong, however, to equate negative liberty with the private domain of liberty, and with instrumental justifications, as well as it is a mistake to consider the public exercise of liberty as a case of positive liberty, justified only by intrinsic reasons.

---
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\textsuperscript{49} Bellamy, ‘Republicanism and Constitutionalism’ (above, n. 11), 159. Pettit, for instance, argues that it is only when political institutions admit contestability and popular control and when the citizenry is attentive, civically-vigorous, and politically motivated that political domination can be avoided and liberty protected (Pettit, Republicanism (above, n. 3)). Skinner still clearly argues that the exercise of self-government is valuable only for instrumental reasons, i.e. to achieve the conditions of a free State (Skinner, ‘On Justice, the Common Good, and the Priority of Liberty' (above, n. 6)).
First of all, with respect to the negative-positive level, it is erroneous to argue that neo-Roman republicanism is not concerned at all with the conditions of the exercise of autonomy, since what is valued by republicans, including the neo-Romans, is not the mere formal liberty, but to some extent the capacity to exercise that liberty. As a result, Pettit’s distinction between negative, republican liberty and positive liberty could be misinterpreted. It is true that the republic political is not required to grant all the conditions, external or internal, objective or subjective, that allow for the actual exercise of self-domination or full autonomy, conceived as the capacity to determine all the aspects that affect one’s life. It would be impossible to do so without adopting a perfectionist view of self-domination. But the republic should, of course, remove or avoid, as much as it can, obstacles to the exercise of one’s full autonomy when they stem from social and political reality (i.e., the complex set of social and political institutions) or when they compromise natural preconditions for that exercise, jeopardizing, for instance, the fulfillment of one’s basic needs. This is the reason why a republican polity must take care of its citizens’ basic needs. When those needs are not fulfilled, citizens cannot experience liberty at all. As a result, it is difficult to state so easily that positive liberty is the only form of liberty concerned with the conditions of exercise of liberty, while both negative and republican ones are.

Second, it is one thing to refer to that what Pettit tries to capture as positive liberty, when he talks about self-domination as the effective possibility of rationally governing our choices and actions, along the lines perhaps of Aristotle, but it is quite another to identify the public aspect or dimension of liberty that one can obtain only when exercising one’s liberty in the public domain, as requested by Taylor or Sandel. True, for the State to guarantee my positive liberty in the first sense, it needs to intervene quite incisively and paternalistically in my private life in a way that is incompatible with the basic respect for freedom that Pettit and others claims should apply. Still, this is not the same as permitting or even encouraging one to participate in political decision-making.

It is hard to see why permitting political participation through the creation, for instance, of semi-direct participatory institutions intended to complement representative bodies, is perfectionist or paternalistic. Organizing new ways of exercising liberty cannot be at odds with liberty itself. On the other hand, it is also difficult to understand why even public encouragement of political participation through educative civic campaigns can be considered an unacceptable paternalistic intervention. Promotional policies are not necessarily compulsory ones. One often justifies State interventions to promoting certain values, as exemplified by public encouragements to adopt a healthy life style, the promotion of culture, and so on. Not to mention a whole range of compulsory interventions, like the obligation to use seat belts in cars or helmets when driving motorcycles, which are generally deemed justifiable even if they are paternalistic. Of course, this is a complex debate that would deserve more attention than there is scope for in the present introduction.

What has become clear at this stage is the following: it is one thing to be concerned with the public dimension of liberty, and quite another to be referring to the internal, effective, and positive conditions for the actual exercise of that liberty. Perfectionism and paternalism are related to the latter, not to the domain (private or public) in which liberty is exercised. In other words, a republican can endorse a complex conception of liberty that embodies both a private and a public dimension, and even emphasize the importance of effective political participation, as Habermas does, without defending a positive conception of liberty, as described by Pettit.

And third, to value political participation and self-government for intrinsic reasons, does not imply endorsing a perfectionist or paternalistic take either. Perfectionism and paternalism refer to the kind of State intervention defended by a doctrine, to the institutions or policies proposed, but not to the values they are supposed to honour or respect. Therefore, a republican author concerned with the intrinsic value of liberty when it is exercised in the public domain as a use of self-government, can constrain his institutional proposals by considerations based on the same value of liberty, avoiding thus both perfectionism and paternalism. On the other hand, an instrumental view of political participation might also be sufficient to lead someone to defend broad paternalistic policies. The perfectionist or paternalistic character of a doctrine is not conceptually related to the kind of reasons it uses to justify a political institution or practice.

In a nutshell, there are important differences in the way in which republicans conceive liberty, and there is no need to deny the differential influence of the Greek and Roman classical thought on several contemporary authors. All the same, the distinction between neo-Athenian and neo-Roman contemporary republicanism does not account sufficiently for all the interesting open issues relative to republican liberty. On the other hand, and despite those deep disagreements relative to the clarification of the republican idea of liberty, contemporary republicans almost unanimously accept that the defense of liberty is conceptually related to political self-government, be it in a strong sense and connected to active political participation, or be it in a weaker sense and related only
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to the absence of political domination. More particularly, the majority of contemporary republicans claim that the current representative democratic institutions are incapable of granting adequate channels of political participation (or democratic control and contestation) for citizens, and they conceive of liberty as connected to a richer and more demanding ideal of democracy, such as the deliberative ideal. Only when citizens are engaging in public or political debates, have an equal share in political decision-making, and do so in developing their civic or public virtues, only then can their liberty be secured and the threat of domination put aside. For most contemporary republicans, as a result, political equality, self-government, deliberative democracy, and civic virtues are all values connected to the primary idea of liberty.

b. Equality

Basic or political equality has received considerably less attention on the part of contemporary republicans, although it also constitutes a pre-condition of the existence of a republic. To the extent that republicans are concerned with domination, they cannot tolerate that some citizens be freer than others. The sort of equality that matters to republicans is not, or at least not mainly, economic equality in terms of distributive justice. The strong democratic commitment in republicanism is derived from its conception of the basic equality of all citizens. All citizens must be equally free, particularly from the political point of view that defines their status as citizens. Citizens' equality is, in other words, equality in access to power or equality in effective political influence. As soon as some citizens enjoy greater political influence than others, when influence is understood as the capacity to determine ultimate political decisions, they are more capable than others of imposing their desires, beliefs, or preferences and thus more likely to dominate others. Domination can only be neutralized once we equilibrate that capacity to determine political outcomes. In other words, all citizens should be considered as equally free in their public exercise of autonomy. What matters for this public dimension of autonomy is once again not mere formal equality, but the prohibition of discrimination or inequality in the exercise of liberty. As it would be the case in the private sphere, inequalities in the exercise of liberty constitute the seeds of domination.

As a result, the republican defense of liberty presupposes the equal dignity of every citizen: that no one is regarded as better than the other and, to borrow Pettit's expression, that citizens can look into each other's eyes and see fellow-citizens, and not others vested with special privileges. According to Pettit, basic equality—like the other republican values—is entailed in the very concept of republican liberty qua primary value of republicanism. The fact that the republican conception of liberty encompasses considerations of basic equality is perceived as a feature of parsimony that makes the republican conception superior to the liberal one. Other republicans, by contrast, conceive of basic equality as a separate value that complements liberty in a complex articulation of principles.

Notwithstanding, it is important to distinguish two separate components in the idea of republican equality that are not sufficiently considered in the literature. First, the republican polity should neutralize socio-economic inequalities that prevent an equal enjoyment of the private dimension of liberty. It is in virtue of this first element that the republic is expected to secure social equality of opportunities, starting with an adequate response to basic needs. Republicanism shares this first element with other egalitarian traditions like socialism or liberal egalitarianism, which claim to be empowering the disadvantaged. Like left-wing liberalism, republicanism also requires the provision of welfare to enable the protection against dependency. Understood along those lines, the first element of republican equality is connected to the private dimension of liberty discussed before.

The second element of republican equality, by contrast, is much more radical than any liberal alternative and it is based on the idea of effective political equality.

---
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Since the republican view of liberty stresses the importance of the public dimension of autonomy and self-government, and supports a richer and demanding ideal of participatory and deliberative democracy, it also calls for a more subtle and ambitious notion of political equality that goes beyond formal equality. The kind of political equality propounded by republicanism should lead to the effective equal capacity of every citizen to influence or determine the political decisions that bind them.

This second political element of republican equality is related to the public dimension of liberty and has two kinds of effects. First, it requires removing, reducing, or eliminating as far as possible those socioeconomic obstacles and conditions that contribute to unequal positions in political decision-making. And, second, it requires remediying as much as possible deliberative inequalities to secure the equal capacity to exert political influence. The first prong of the political dimension of republican equality makes for a much more demanding ideal of equality; it deepens the egalitarian considerations deriving from the first element of republican equality, which is related to the private dimension of liberty. The second prong is even more ambitious as it purports to enhance personal and cultural capabilities. In short, the value of republican equality lies in the reduction or the elimination of what James Bohman refers to as 'political poverty' and that encompasses a great variety of inequalities and differences. Although it is not a distributive ideal, it generates obvious distributive consequences, and they can become as ambitious as those proposed by other egalitarians. It also constitutes a central idea in republican political theory, which proves particularly strong in its political dimension when it is connected to a thick interpretation of the democratic ideal.

c. Self-government and democracy

According to Michael Sandel, the 'liberal begins by asking how government should treat its citizens, and seeks principles of justice that treat persons fairly as they pursue their various interests and ends. The republican begins by asking how citizens can be capable of self-government, and seeks the political forms and social conditions that promote its meaningful exercise.' As mentioned before, the neo-Athenian republicans, such as Sandel or Taylor, consider self-government and democracy in general as the main core value of republicanism, and find a conceptual link between liberty and self-government. So do the neo-Romans, although for slightly different reasons.

As previously indicated, almost all republicans—certainly both neo-Athenians and neo-Romans—accept the connection between republicanism and the ideal of self-government. They can differ about the reasons why participation in democracy is valuable, as well as about the concrete political settings that respect that value, but most of them share a commitment to the idea of self-government, and believe that the best interpretation of that ideal is that of deliberative democracy. Contemporary republicanism is deeply concerned with the public dimension of liberty, the exercise of public autonomy, as well as the necessity of justifying public, coercive decisions in order to prevent public domination. Considering citizens as autonomous and free individuals implies enabling them to participate in political decision-making and offering them reasons they can reasonably accept. It means, in short, organizing minimal conditions of democratic deliberation. True, deliberative democracy may seem prima facie compatible with both a liberal and a republican reading. It can be argued, however, that the republican conception is more consistent with the values of autonomy and equality underlying the ideal as a whole.

Disagreement among republicans pertains to the scope of effective participation of citizens in political decision-making, and the so-called 'politicization' of democracy. Some of them defend a more participatory conception that requires as much effective participation of the people as possible in decision-making procedures, while others are satisfied with ensuring institutional accountability.
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and popular contestability. This difference of view could be derived from a more fundamental divergence in their interpretation of liberty and the connection between liberty and democracy, as outlined above, but is not related to the private-public liberty issue, nor to the intrinsic or instrumental justification of democratic participation. Most of them, however, argue that current democratic procedures should be strengthened or that new ones should be created to provide for greater control and participation, and especially to enhance democratic deliberation. In this sense, most republicans argue for more participatory settings and institutions, even when they disagree about the desirable horizon, and see this claim as a distinctive republican feature by opposition to liberal democratic theory.

Most republicans also share a fear about populism qua form of domination, even if they diverge about which preventive mechanisms should be adopted. In fact, their difference of views about the scope of popular participation corresponds in part to this divergence. They agree, however, that popular political participation is not always valuable, but only as far as some epistemic quality is recognized to the decision-making process. Democratic deliberation, as a result, is assumed to be the best safeguard against populism due to its epistemic character. In sum, deliberative democracy serves both the purpose of enabling an effective and real exercise of the public dimension of liberty or public autonomy, and the objective of enhancing the epistemic quality of democratic decision-making that avoids populism and accordingly the risk of domination.

d. Citizenship and civic virtue

If the protection of republican liberty requires, conceptually or instrumentally, establishing more participatory and deliberative democratic procedures, these procedures call for an active and motivated citizenship to be effective. Both republicans who defend a strong participatory democracy and those who only argue for control and contestation, emphasize the necessity of increasing civic and

democratic culture and fostering certain civic or public attitudes of the citizenry. If citizens are not motivated enough to seek information about public affairs and to contest public decisions, if they are passive and conformist, public power becomes uncontrolled and perhaps dominating. If such citizens are not committed to the common good or to public interest—or to some idea of impartiality—when participating in public law-making, but are strategically pursuing their personal self-interest, democratic deliberation is widely undermined. And, when this happens, merely aggregative or negotiated democratic procedures—alternative to deliberative democratic ones—can also lead to a dominating tyranny of the majority. Therefore, both the absence of political participation and the presence of the wrong kind of it, can lead to political domination. In other words, civic virtues are necessary both to enable and to promote the right kind of political participation. Given that deliberative democracy is a condition for the respect of republican liberty, and that an active (participatory) and impartially or publicly motivated citizenship is a condition for deliberative democracy, the respect of republican liberty (and the struggle against domination) can be said to require civic virtue.

Civic virtues are generally understood as a set of attitudes or motivational dispositions oriented to public concerns, to impartiality or to the common good. To mention just a few of them, citizens should feel and act with respect for and loyalty to the law, the republic’s institutions, and the substantive and procedural values of republicanism; they should feel and act with respect for pluralism and for others’ preferences and opinions; they should feel and believe that others are fellow-citizens that deserve exactly the same consideration and respect, and that
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all of them should enjoy effective basic and political equality; they should develop some interest for politics and political participation both in political decision-making and in controlling public power; and they should have the motivation to pursue the common good instead of their own particular advantage through political participation.80

The republican conception of the common good retains, however, considerable ambiguity and should be clarified and examined in more detail.81 The first dimension of the common good to come to mind is substantive and is presupposed by the whole set of republican values just outlined. Republican values of liberty, equality, self-government, and civic virtue are to be considered common goods in a republic, public goods for everyone. When a political decision, no matter the extent of popular support for it, violates some of these values, it must be considered anti-republican. On the other hand, there is also a procedural dimension of the common good based on republican foundations, whose content remains open to the specifications set by each political community according to its exercise of self-government. Since republicanism values self-government, it also necessarily trusts the outcome of self-government. When a political decision is reached according to democratic and deliberative procedures, no matter how wrong its content could be, such decision should be considered a specification of the republican common good. These two dimensions in the notion of the common good—the substantive and the procedural—usually enter into conflict and are difficult to reconcile, but both are equally central to the republican tradition.82 Besides this, it remains to be established if the republican notion of the common good transcends the traditional liberal view which sees the public interest merely as the aggregation of citizens’ individual interests, thus becoming something more holistic tied with a strong view of the political community, or if it simply is the sum of all the individual goods that citizens derive from being members of the same community.83

And, finally, republicans also disagree about the best strategy to enhance civic virtues among citizens, that is, about the republican policy to ensure or promote this fourth central value. That is a crucial issue since liberals tend to criticize republicanism as inevitably leading to perfectionism or to unjustified paternalism, especially when it proposes an intervention into the sphere of individual virtues.
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The traditional liberal point of view repudiates the idea of a State encouraging, promoting, or enhancing the development of citizen’s virtues, even of a civic kind,84 and also rejects any related discourse about the common good. Both things would entail a violation of the liberal principle of neutrality, an imposition of a particular conception of the good, and accordingly a perfectionist intervention. But, as noted above in the discussion of the intrinsic conception of republican liberty, this critique needs to be assessed more carefully. First, promoting civic virtues involves, it is true, a re-conceptualization of the public-private distinction.85 Republicans tend to consider the liberal distinction between the public and the private spheres as too narrow, due to the impoverished liberal conception of the public. Once the public is understood in a richer way that pays attention to the value of self-government and its conditions, the requirement of civic virtues becomes crucial and remains attached to the public sphere only: these civic virtues are never supposed to be private ones, but only dispositions that individuals must have in their relation to other citizens, to the State or to the public itself.

Second, there are strategies for enhancing civic virtues that do not involve direct State intervention. Political practice and deliberative procedures themselves encourage this kind of dispositions, because they create certain conditions that make partiality and selfishness difficult to admit publicly.86 Thus, simply by fulfilling the principle of self-government entailed by the third republican value, the State is indirectly fostering the fourth one. And this cannot be considered as a perfectionist or paternalistic intervention. Third, as mentioned previously, the majority of republicans prefer promotional interventions of the State, like civic education, to more direct interventions. In the end, virtue is not a disposition that can be made compulsory. The republic should endeavour to foster and encourage it, but it certainly cannot force citizens to comply with it. Finally, even in the few
cases in which republicanism supports the adoption of compulsory measures to force citizens to act in a given manner, those measures could probably be justified qua acceptable paternalistic interventions.

III. Legal republicanism

Based on this general presentation of republican values, it is time now to turn to the relationship between republicanism and law, law being the most important political creation and instrument. As mentioned above, legal republicanism should be seen as a crucial part of political republicanism, and not merely as a concretization. Since political theories encompass a view of political organization, a larger part of which is forged by legal means, the institutional dimension of those theories ought to refer to legal institutions and provisions. Thus, when liberalism, for instance, purports to defend liberty, it does so by requiring the introduction of legal—or constitutional—rights protecting the different dimensions of liberty. As a result, any normative political theory ought to entail its own normative legal theory as part of its model of institutional design. Political republicanism entails legal republicanism, just as political liberalism implies some kind of legal liberalism.

The expression ‘legal republicanism’, however, is interestingly ambiguous. It concerns at least two different, although partly related, levels of doctrine. First, and primarily, legal republicanism is a normative theory about the content, the structure or the form of law. Second, it can also refer to a republican normative jurisprudence or legal philosophy. As a normative theory about the content of the law, it establishes those substantive and procedural standards which the law should attain to be considered republican. Identifying those standards amounts to determining the principles of republican law. One may therefore refer to this first sense of legal republicanism as republican law. If this persists, republican law constitutes an alternative to liberal law, provided we can fairly distinguish republicanism from liberalism; just as one may ask whether French or German laws are liberal or socialist, one may also ask whether they are republican.

Legal republicanism, understood in this first sense as republican law, includes requirements derived from the protection of republican values regarding both the content of law and the structure and forms of law and procedures of law-making. While honouring republican liberty, for instance, may require the recognition and protection of some basic individual rights and liberties, perhaps at the constitutional level, honouring the value of self-government and deliberative democracy entails privileging some decision-making procedures and a particular theory of legislation. We might refer to these two different implications as substantive legal republicanism (or substantive republican law) and procedural legal republicanism (or procedural republican law) respectively, being aware that their requirements may conflict.

The second meaning of the expression ‘legal republicanism’ refers to a more general approach, not directly connected to the specific content of law: a general legal theory or jurisprudence that analyses legal concepts and the functioning of law according to the principles of republicanism. It is what one may term republican jurisprudence or as republicanism legal theory. This may at first sound unorthodox to a legal positivist, given that legal positivism qua legal theory is supposed to be a scientific and value-free discipline. A legal theorist is supposed to do her work without being influenced by her normative commitments. In our view, however, this reasoning ought to be more nuanced.

Although there is certainly some place in legal theory for neutrality—for neutral description—it is impossible to build general conceptual theories of law in a completely value-free way. Contrary to what traditional methodological legal positivism claims, there are reasons to believe that interesting theories of law are conceptual and normative at the same time. Furthermore, as some authors have argued, if positivism aims at coherence with its own original values, it necessarily must adopt the form of normative (or ethical) positivism. Finally, if jurisprudence involves a normative dimension, it is reasonable for it to be influenced by normative political theory. Of course, this reasoning depends on one crucial premise: that legal theory or jurisprudence necessarily entails a normative dimension. And this premise is conceptually unrelated to political or legal republicanism. This means that while a republican legal theorist—in the normative sense just outlined—is someone who conceptually endorses political and legal republicanism (and therefore republican jurisprudence entails both political and legal republicanism), the reverse need not be true; it may be possible to
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creation, adjudication, and application. These requirements constitute what we have
called republican law.

Republican law may be found in all the areas that traditionally constitute the
law. While republics have focused in recent years on three of them mainly—
namely, constitutional law, criminal law and international law—nothing
prevents from developing principles of republican contract law, republican labour
law, republican administrative law, and so on.93

To start with, as any other modern political doctrine, political republicanism
endorses a view of the basic political organization and distribution of rights and
duties, both things being usually regulated by constitutional law. Constitutional
provisions are crucial from a republican point of view, and accordingly republicans’
concerns have mainly focused on constitutional issues.93 Most of them converge
on the need to recognize and protect basic individual rights and democracy in a
constitution, and to enforce civic duties. They disagree, however, about the
compatibility of republicanism with judicial review or the ideal degree of
constitutional rigidity.94 They also differ in their understanding of the traditional
republican principle of a mixed constitution, and about the kind of civic duties
that should be constitutionally required or enhanced.

Promoters of republican criminal law have focused on the definition of crimes,
the role and justification of punishment, the organization of the criminal judicial
process, and the democratization of the whole criminal justice system.93 There
is wide consensus that crime should be defined according to the basic republican
values of freedom and equality, and that those values should also be used to
determine the adequate public response in case of offence and particularly
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the appropriate punishment when it is to be applied. Republicans emphasize the importance of education, prevention, and promotion, and also defend the application of alternatives to a traditional, punitive judicial process, like restorative justice. Advocates of republican criminal law also converge about the importance of the role of the citizenry and the community for the whole criminal system, as well as about the necessity to democratize the criminal justice system, both in order to protect freedom and fundamental rights, and to develop civic responsibility.  

Certain republican lawyers and philosophers have also recently started to be concerned about international law and relations. In that context, they have focused on the articulation of a global legal system that protects basic republican values. While they disagree about the interpretation of the Kantian cosmopolitan ideal and about the desirability or even the possibility, in the long run, of instituting a global government, there is widespread agreement on the necessity of strengthening international law and politicizing a putative global public sphere in order to create a global republican polity or community. Most of them regard the traditional, modern nation-state as largely obsolete in the face of global challenges and make suggestions as to how to design international institutions that are respectful of cultural and national pluralism and compatible with local or regional democracy, but can be responsive to the requirements of global politics and international law-making. There is no unanimity among those authors, however, as to the identity of the subject(s) of republican international law and as to whether States should remain the main subjects or whether one should be developing some kind of global citizenship. Finally, there is still a lot of work to be done in determining how basic republican values can be transposed onto the international arena and in designing democratic international institutions in a way that does not undermine, but on the contrary reinforces domestic democracies.  

Besides those substantive elements, republican law also brings about formal or procedural requirements. A republican lawyer is expected to endorse a strongly democratic theory of legal authority. The law’s legitimacy stems from its adoption by democratic institutions, showing due respect to actual disagreements among citizens. Furthermore, according to the republican view of the rule of law, legal and constitutional provisions ought to be adopted in a way that ensures a strict separation of powers and that prevents the judiciary from intervening too much in the making of law and law-applying processes. Political republicanism implies a number of complex requirements in terms of procedure that have not yet been sufficiently explored in spite of their great importance for the republican project. The writings of Waldron, Campbell, and Murphy constitute an essential starting point in this exploration, but more work needs to be done.

V. Republican legal theory

To date, legal republicanism has focused mostly on the content of substantive republican law. As a result, it has not paid sufficient attention to the consequences of endorsing political republicanism for the way in which we understand the law in general, and in particular to its implications for legal theory or jurisprudence. Let us draw here a sense in which jurisprudence could be said to be republican.

Jurisprudence usually identifies certain features of law in a particular geographical and historical context, and theorizes them under a general, apparently purely conceptual account of the law. If modern legal theorists account for the law, for instance, as a legal system compounded by general norms that pre-exist the facts adjudicated by such norms, it is because they are abstracting certain features of concrete legal orders that, ultimately, derive from a liberal understanding of law and the rule of law. Modern legal theorists never single out a determinate concept of law so general as to encompass all legal manifestations in the world and across history. Their account hardly embraces, for instance, the features of ancient Roman law. As a consequence, if what they are capturing is basically a liberal form of legal order, which has been dominant in modern democracies in the last centuries, it is reasonable to expect that their ‘conceptual’ analysis embodies some liberal features as well. This kind of influence on legal theorization, however, should not be our concern here, since it is unrelated to normative jurisprudence as discussed here.
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Republican jurisprudence is a doctrine that emphasizes certain features of democratic law, such as the idea of authority or the ideal of rule of law, and that assumes a normative approach to legal theory. Authors such as Scarpetti, Waldron, and Campbell have explained why someone committed to a democratic theory of legal authority ought to endorse a normative approach to legal positivism, rather than a merely conceptual one. They defend what has been called ethical, prescriptive, or normative positivism. This is not to say, however, that republican legal theory can be identified with normative positivism. A normative positivist need not be republican, as Jeremy Bentham or John Austin, who are usually identified as the fathers of normative positivism despite being champions of liberalism. But there seems to be a connection the other way around. First, we argued that the only way to make sense of republican jurisprudence is in interpreting jurisprudence as being necessarily normative. It would be difficult otherwise to see why a normative account of the law—republican law—could affect a purely conceptual form of jurisprudence. Second, legal republicanism ought to encompass a positivist theory of law, because it cannot rely on the existence of a natural, pre-political validity. If so, it seems that republican legal theory has a lot in common with normative positivism.

Let us now briefly present the main features of this jurisprudential position. Contemporary defenses of normative positivism emerged as a criticism of methodological or 'descriptive' positivism. At first glance, descriptive and normative positivisms seem to capture different things and hence to be compatible. However, contemporary normative positivists hold at least two these that they consider as interrelated. One of them is clearly normative, while the other is methodological and in plain contradiction with the basis of descriptive positivism:

(1) There is a normative claim underlying the positivist tradition as to what the law should be. That claim is committed to the values of the rule of law and to a particular view of legal authority and validity.

(2) It is not possible or interesting to reduce legal positivism to a merely descriptive theory. An adequate legal theory is inevitably value-laden and must be openly normative.
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in law and change, between legal agreements and disagreements, has therefore been considered an essential feature of modern law.\textsuperscript{113} Of course, general jurisprudence ought to be able to find general features in law that are not specific to this or that legal order. But it is also true that there is a sort of trade-off in the search for generality in terms of relevance or interest. The more general the features we identify as legal theorists, the less relevant or interesting they will be for our current purposes.\textsuperscript{114} If we were capable of determining an all-encompassing concept of law that could be applied to all those instances in which someone has described a practice as legal around the world and across history, it would probably be a trivial, empty notion of law, completely irrelevant to most of our purposes. It would be a notion of law which would not make any reference to legal authority, legal process, norms, courts and adjudication, and perhaps even to sanctions. What both Kelsen and Hart knew was that they had to try to identify a notion of law that was connected to the legal practices of their time, hence their respective account of legal norms.

The task of general jurisprudence is to explain and reconstruct what characterizes legal practice and what can be considered as the normative point of that practice, because this is precisely what can be recognized as an essential feature of the practice by practitioners. As a result, that normative point is exactly what makes that practice exist. And this is especially important since the practice of law, by contrast to other social practices like sports or Christmas celebrations, is seen as normative. Our legal theory must account for our 'sense of why it is important whether something counts as law or not.'\textsuperscript{115} This, finally, makes our considerations about what the law is, depend on our considerations about what makes the law good or bad, and compromises the normative neutrality assumed by descriptive positivists. What counts as law is dependent on what we value in law, and this is a normative question. In this respect, the conceptual discussion about what the law is, is very similar to the discussion about the concept of democracy. Any attempt to define democracy in a value-free way has failed because our understanding of democracy is not totally independent of what we value in democracy.\textsuperscript{116}

This methodological critique of descriptive positivism is shared by other normative views of the law like Dworkin's.\textsuperscript{117} The normative or prescriptive positivism defended here differs from Dworkin's theory, however, with respect to the first thesis outlined above. The main element in a normative account of the law is indeed the ideal of 'the rule of law.'\textsuperscript{118} i.e. a political value that requires certain features from the law, mainly procedural, such as publicity, predictability, and so on. This was recently pointed out by Waldron:

The Rule of Law celebrates features of a well-functioning system of government such as publicity and transparency in public administration, the generality and prospectivity of the norms that are enforced in society, the predictability of the social environment that these norms help to shape, the procedural fairness involved in their administration, the independence and incorruptibility of the judiciary, and so on. It looks to a world where people in positions of power exercise their power within a constraining framework of public rules rather than on the basis of their own preferences, their own ideology, or their own individual sense of right and wrong.\textsuperscript{119}

The rule of law is valuable because it is a necessary condition for justice, particularly for the respect of individual autonomy and democracy understood as self-government.\textsuperscript{120} In other words, the rule of law can be seen as a requirement for the exercise of autonomy both in its private and its public dimensions and all its requirements can be understood as a function of either of those two elements.

This is also why republicans emphasize the importance of the rule of law to fulfill republican values.\textsuperscript{121} The ideal of the republic can only be achieved in a legal order inspired by the value of the rule of law. Without the rule of law, citizens would fall prey to domination, both because they could not have stable expectations and because they could not exercise self-government. The rule of law is not only a formal or procedural property of legal orders, but, as we have said, a normative, political ideal. As a result, a republican law must enforce that ideal as part of its normative theory. But at the same time, as contemporary normative theorists have shown, it must also be part of our concept of law.
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As a consequence, the controversy surrounding the interpretation of the rule of law and its requirements simultaneously pertains to political theory, normative legal theory, and jurisprudence. This is why all the chapters in this volume, which all directly or indirectly revolve around the idea of the rule of law, are contributions to all three disciplines at once.